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Talk On State's
PoliutionProblems
Donald
Wilherns,
Montana
State Director of Water Pollution, presented
a talk on Montana's water pollution problems,
at Montana Tech, January 7.
Mr. Wilhems received his B.S.
in chemical engineering
at the
University
of Illinois
and his
M.S. in sanit ary engineering
at
the University
of Florida.
His talk began with a brief
h'istory of the water pollution
laws in Montana.
Next he told
. about the standards
by which
Water quality is judged. The criteria are: coliform bacteria; dssolved oxygen;
pH;
turbidity;
temperature, residues' sediments'
t
.
"
. OXICma-terials; radioactivity;
and
aesthetic considerations.
.
Sediments,
according 'to Mr.
Wilhelms, is the biggest problem
In the state,
They are formed
as a result of erosion
logging
hi~g!lway construction, " and mu?IClpal and industrial wastes belllg discharged into streams withOut benefit of adequate secondary'
treatment processes.
Agriculture
related operations, including' cattle feed lots and the use of fertili
,.
I Izers and presticides
also are
causes of pollution.
(Cont.

Page,

Col. 5)

Vets Must Corry
14-Hour Load
Veterans 'must carry 14 semester credits for fulI payment, acCording to registrar Frank Kelly.
Courses with numbers
under
1.0.0 (deficiency courses) may be
COunted.
However, the V A will not pay
fOr any courses previously
taken in which the student received
a grade of D or higher.

Cartoonarama
Timed For
Final Laugh

Farewell To
A Great Coach
Coach Charley Armey's
first
and last year at Montana Tech
will be long remembered
as a
year filled with change, excitement, and color.
Born in Cando, North Dakota,
Arrney
attended
ValIey
City.
State ColIege in North Dakota
where he received a major in
history and a minor in P.E. He
then earned his masters degree at
North Dakota State.
Armey took on his first head
coaching job as track. mentor a-t
Drake High School in North Dakota.
His coaching
since then
includes Graceville High School
. in Minnesota, Breckenridge
High
al~o in Minnesota, North Dakota
State, and Montana Tech.
Coach Armey will now take
over as defensive line coach at
the University of Montana.
His comments on his brief stay
here were this. "I enjoyed Montana Tech, not only the athletes
but the whole student body. The
students here make up a unique
group of individuals."

Th e
Cultural
Improvement
Committee
.(CI C) will present
a CARTOONARAMA
January
28th at 8 :00 P.M. in the LibraryMuseum building.
This is purposely scheduled the Wednesday
evening before the week of finals
to give suffering Tech students
a last laugh before the blues take
over completely.
Some of the greats to be seen
in this spectacular
are: the incomparable
Laurel and Hardy,
Charlie Chaplin, W. C. Fields,
and the Three
Stooges,
plus
Woody Woodpecker,
Bugs Bunny, and the greatest of all cartoon characters=-the Road Runner! There will also be a short,
ten-minute
HIm (for the benefit
of all would-be lovers) on the
greatest lover of all-Rudolf
Valeutino ! So come one and all, to
relax, to laugh, to neck, to blow
your mind, or something I

Registration For
Second Semester

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL SEMESTER ·1969-1970
The following examination
schedule is based upon the time period
of the first class meeting of the week for each class. -Each examination period is of 1 hour and 50 Minutes duration.
Examinations will be held in the regularly scheduled classrooms.
FRIDAY,
JANUARY
8:00- 9:5.0 A. M.-All
10:00-11 :5.0 A. M.-All
1:.00- 2:50 P. M.-All
3:00- 4:5.0 P. M.-All
7:.00- 8:50 P. M.-All
SATURDAY,
8:0.0- 9:5.0
1.0:.0.0-11:5.0
1 :.00-. 2:5.0
3:.00- 4:50

30, 1970
classes which
classes which
classes which.
classes which
classes which

JANUARY
A. M.-All
A. M.-All
P. M.-All
P. M.-AU

MONDA Y, FEBRUARY
2, 1970
8 :0.0- 9 :50 A. M.-AII
classes which meet
1.0:.0.0-·11
:50 A. M.-Al!
calsses which meet
1 :00- 2:5.0 P. M.-All
classes which meet
3 :00- 4 :50 P. M.-A~l classes which meet
7:.00- 8:50 P. M.-Business
10l-Geology

.

.Butte's Mayor on, Campus to
Discuss Problems with Students
An event which attr'acted
lect

and

enlightened

a se-

group

Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology
MONTANA

6th period Tuesdays
7th period Mondays
7th period Tuesdays
8th period Mondays
417-Chemistry
423

TUESDA Y, FEBRUARY
3, 1970
8 :00- 9 :5() A. M.-All
classes which meet 8th period Tuesdays
10 :00-11 :5.0 A. M.-All
classes which meet 9th period Mondays
1:00- 2:50 P. M.-All
classes which meet 9th period Tuesdays
3:00- 4:5.0 P. M.~All
other classes' not covered above

of

students
took place on January.
Registration
for the second se6, The International
Club sponmester will be on a Monday, Feb.
sored a talk by the Mayor of
ruary 9, from 8 :QO A.M. to 4 :.00 Butte, 'Mr. Mike Micona, After
P.M.
. a brief opening talk, the Mayor
However, students should meet
turned to the students
to ask
with advisors before that time to
him about whatever they wished
make out tentative schedules and
to know and discuss the probcheck prerequisites
for courses.
lems of Butte.
The questions
Computer
class cards will be
were varied and of high quality.
(Cont. Page 8, Col. 4)
The students
raised the topics

BUTTE,

Mondays
Tuesdays
Mondays
Tuesdays
Mondays

31, 1970
classes which meet 3rd period Tuesdaysclasses which meet 4th period Mondays
classes which meet 4th period Tuesdays
clases which meet 6th period Mondays

The AMPLIFIER
Vol. 15, No.5

meet l st period
meet 1st period
meet 2nd period
meet 2nd period
meet 3rd period

January 23, 1970

of annexation, police, mayoral-au,
thor ity, traffic and the signaling
system, streets, dogs, zoning system, recreation
facilities . fires
and the Model City P;ogram:
These topics were aptly handled
by the. Mayor and it was surprising to know how little we knowabout these things. The discusion
lasted for two and a half hours.
. A coffee session followed the
discussion.
This offered another
(Cont. Page

10, Col. 3)

/

We have

met

the enemy
and he is us

Page Two
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,The Mines .Must Be Buried
by Dave Kneebone
This article is addressed to all
ple don't know our new name is
engineering students and to the
that we students
haven't done
five per cent of the genera) stuanything on our own to make
dents who can read, and bother
the name, well known! The repto read, the Amplifier.
Take a
utation tagged -to Montana Tech
good look at yourselves.
Just
is entirely our own product, and
what are you doing at this school,
it seems to me that we haven't
and how do you expect to achieve
'done much for it. People want
it? Okay. Now that you have
many benefits for our institution,
your objectives in mind, think
but the legislature proved with
about what you've, done here.
a name. change that we a-re relics of the past. We refuse or are
We all know that Tech grads
incapable of looking to the fuare topnoteh engineers and get
ture, and that is where the propremium wages. Where do you
fession of engineering is headed.
fit in? Just what have you done
If the engineering
students
of
to deserve such a reputation upTech are truly moving toward
on your graduation?
Seriously,
the future, it must be tail first,
just what have you done? Sure,
b~cause our heads are in the past.
you've
completed
your course
work, but does that actually
Take a look at y6urseif.
Do
mean- anything?
The answer is
you fit anywhere in this article?
nearly an emphatic NO! Now,
We all know that many others
you're probably ready to kill me
in all of -the departments fit, but
for degrading your 4.00+ averhow ~bout ourselvesf
We need
age. Forget it, and keep reading.
a conveyance to the stars, not a
steam locomotive
to push the
The point that I'm trying to
U.P'. past Omaha. We, as engimake is that too many of us are
neers, must be oriented to the
reaping the benefits earned by
future. The Mines is dead, 'so
previous
grads.
Those
grads
now let's bury it.
fought for, scrimped for, and begr

ged for their degrees; and I ask,
what have you one? You probably' started here because there
was nothing better to do. If you
didn't go to school, you were apt
to get your young body drafted.
So you became an engineer. Did
you really know anything about
engineering
before you started?
Do you really know anything
mare now? ,Probably some, but
not a great deal.
Have you recently heard of the
students who r~fuses to acknowledge the fact that the Montana
Legislature changed this school's
name from Montana School of
Mines to Montana
College of
Mineral Science and Technology.
, Why? You may be told that nobody knows' us by our new name,
but we've had it - now for' four
complete years. The reason peo-

Gate Of Hell Is
First Foreign Film
The Gate of Hell, the first foreign film to be shown by the
CIC was a big success judging
by the comments from the audience. It was presented in the
Library-Museum
building January 16th. The story was the
classic love triange.
The film
was Japanese and illustrated the
violent passions of the Japanese
which boil beneath a surface of
rigid
social
conformity.
The
"Gate of Hell" is highly rated by
critics and is the winner of many
awards, including tw~ academy
(Cant.

Page 8, Col. 4)

\

,

S~heduleChange
For Final Exams
There has been a change 'iu the
schedule for finals this semester,
because. of the increase in total
enrollment over .last year.
If the filial exam schedule had
not been altered for this year,
a' test schedule lasting 10 days
would have been likely in order
to complete the final exams for
the semester. On the new schedule testing will take only 4 days.
The new schedule is arranged
.so that a student takes his finals
according to the time and the
clay of the week his class meets.
For instance, if a student has a
class which meets first period on
Mondays
(or Wednesdays
or
Fridays) his final in that course
will be on Friday, January 30,
from 8:00-9 :00 A.M.
Furthermore, -if a student has a class
which meets first period on Tuesdays (or Thursdays)
he is required to take the final in that
course on Friday, January
30,
from 10:00-11 :50 A.M.
Following this new method of
taking final exams should prove
more efficient and equally as
simple to arrange as the old
method.
One drawback,
however, is the greater possibility of
a student participating in two or
more finals in a single day.

Try Shooti n9 For

An

'Elk Award

The Elks Scholarship Program
may be of interest to Montana
Tech students whose grades place
them in approximately
the top
five per cent of their classes.
Forms and additional information
may be obtained in Main 102.
, The Elks National Foundation
is granting 200 Most Valuable
Student
Awards
ranging
from
$2,500 to $800 each. The Foundation offers some 338 Foundation Scholarships
each worth
$600.00. The Elks State Association will present at least $5,900 in
awards to additional
deserving
students.
Butte Lodge No. 240 will offer
$1,800 in awards.
The absolute deadline for submitting forms, letters of recommendation, and a statement
of
financial need is Saturday noon,
February 7, 1970.

, January

LADLE RAT ROTTEN HUT
(Hairs
annulled
furry
starry,
toling under warts, warts welcher alter, girdle deferent firmer once inner regional virgin.)
Wants pawn term" dare worsted ladle gull hoe lift welter murder inner ladle cordage honor
itch offer lodge dock florist. Disc
ladle gull orphan worry ladle
cluck wetter putty rat hut, end
fur disc raisin pimple caulder
ladle Rat Rotten
Hut.
Wan
meaning Rat 'Rotten Hut's murder caulder inset:
"Ladle Rat
Rotten Hut," hersy ladle basking
winsome burden barter and shirker cockles. Tick disc ladle basking tudor cordage offer groin
murder hoo lifts honor udder site
offer florist.
Shaker lake; dun
stopper laundry wrote, end yonder nor serghurn stenches dun
stopper torque wet strainers."
"Hes-cake murder,"
respondent Ladye Rat Rotten Hut, end
tickle ladle basking and stuttered
oft. Honor wrote cordage offer
groin murder, Ladle Rat Rotten
Hut mitten anumalous woof.
"Wail, wail, wail," set disc
wicket woof, "evanescent
Ladle
Rat Rotten Hut! Wares or putty
ladle gull goring wizard ladle
basking?"
"Armor
goring tumor groin
murder's,"
reprisal
ladle gull.
"Grarners
seeking bet. Armor
ticking arson burden barter end
shirker cockles."
"0 Hoel Pleasure ladle hot l"
setter wicket woof; butter taught
tomb shelf, "Oil tickle shirt court
tudor cordage offer groin murder. Oil ketchup weter letter, and
den-O
bore I" Soda, wicket woof
tucker shirt court, and whinny
ratched a cordage offer groin
murder, picket inner widow and
sore debtor
por oil worming
worse lion inner bet, Inner flesh,
disc abdominal woof lipped honor
betting adder rope. Zany pool
dawn a groin murder's nut cup
and gnat gun, and curdle dope
inner bet.

YOU-!<NOW HOW FAST HE JUMP~
NITe 71.(130'<5 IN TH' ~

INW

I3EQ: ""fiLL, LAGf

GH~-6}fE'[~reO

!-lIM,11

N ear the middle of the boat is
a 50-inch long, 12-inch diameter
. revolving
drum
with
porous,
polyurethane surface that sops up

wicket small. "Oh grammar, water bag noise! I nervous sore
suters
anamelous.
prognosis!"
Buttered small your whiff," inserter woof, ants mouse worse
waddling. "Oh grammar, water
bag mouse!"
Daze worry on forger nat gull's
lost warts.
Oil offer sodden
throne off carvers and sprinkling otter bat, disc curl and bloat
Thursday woof, ceased pore ladle
Rat Rooten
Rut and gargled
erupt.
MURAL:
Y oneler nor sorghum stenches shut ladle gulls
stopper torque wet strainers.

Christmas Presents
From Santa
TO:
Charlie
Herndon - An ostrich
egg and a new box of tinker
toys.
Victor
Burt - A three - wee k
course in accounting in Tahiti.
William Van Matre-A
sevenmonth, non-stop, guided tour
of the Anselmo.
Charley Armey-Two
tickets to.
last year's Rose Bowl game.
Floyd

Bossard-A

Hugh
Dresser-A
syncline in the
office.

new magnet.
brand
new
floor of his

Jack Goebel-Four
hundred feet
of .00095867 inch gold line.
Vernon Griffiths - Three thou- sand tons of reclaimed tin cans.
Dr. Edwin G. Koch-A
met and a slightly
of Mace.

riot helused can

John McCaslin-A
pre-made program that prints out a map of
Watchakeetchie, Alabama, Hog
Capital of the World.
Louise McBride-A
pass to the
Coed Room good only on every fifth Thursday
of the
month.
Loretta
Peck- A lifetime subscription to Playboy.
Robert Taylor--A
new freshman
Inner ladle wile ladle Rat Rotclass that knows some gramten Hut a raft attar cordage and
mar.
ranker dough ball. "Comb ink,
Gustav
Stolz - A gold-plated
sweet hard," setter wicket woof,
parking meter.
disgracing is verse. Ladle Rat
Herbert
Warren - 14· miles of
Rotten Hut entity bat run and
Santa Barbara beach and his
stad buyer groin murder's bet.
own research project on how
"Oh grammar," crater ladle gull,
to reclaim sea gulls from crude
"Wart bag icer gut!" A nervous
oil.
sausage
bag ice!"
"Buttered
Dennis Haley-A
book explainlucky chow wiff, doling," wiskering Einstein's Theory of Relaed disc ratchet
woof, wetter
tivity using only thus and
hence.
Buz Sawyer-A
lifetime membership to the Frog-of-the-Montb
Club.
oil from the top of the water.
James Albertson-More
men to
The oil is squeezed from the
fight that war.
Dr. Gless-A
one-hour documendrum's surface as it reaches a
tary film on the sex life of the
metal strip and falls 'into a catch
amoeba.
basin from which it is pumped
Clifford
Laity-More
students
into a container.
with a sense of humor.
The craft is designed to recovDr. Dorman=-A neutrino and a
er 50 barrels of oil an' hour.
manual on how to feed and
Equipped with two 20-horse-powcare for it.
er engines at its stern, its maxiChuck Wideman-An
earthquake
mum speed is 10 knots. Standard
shaking to the tune of "La
Oil Co. of Indiana developed the
Cucaracha."
system an approved the commer= ; Max Botz-A
water witch sencial development of the boats.
sitive to depths of 5,000 feet.

New Sea-Craft Licks Oil Slicks
Conservationists
and
industrialists alike are concerned with
the elimination of oil slicks from
harbor areas, and considerable
progress has been made.
A new craft called the "MopCat" is a l2-foot-wide
catamaran and has been developed by
Studebaker-Worthington,
Inc., to
recover oil spills while controlling water pollution.
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The.-Good OJd Medieval Campus

Article Published
In AMC Journal

Page Three
" '

by Arthur Hoppe

Once .upon a time in the coun-' anything else to demand,
try called Wonderland there was
"I know," said a student one
a 500-year-old institution named
day, "let's demand that they abolSkarewe University,
It issued
ish diplomas"
of Mines and Geology, Montana
diplomas.
And, not having anything else
Tech, recently was published in
Just about everybody went to
to do, the students went on a
the Ame~ican Mining Congress
Skarewe University. They spent
Diploma St-rike.
Jou~na1. The article is entitled
exactly four years studying exThe preside~t of Skarewe Un iactly 16 required courses in thisversity was stunned. "II we don't
"Voluntary
Mined-Land
Reclaology and thatology. They did
issue diplomas," he said, "we will
mation in Montana."
this to get a diploma.
lose our standing in the academic
In the article, Groff explains
Diplomas were very valuable.
community."
that se~eral mined-land reclamaIf you showed one to a prospecThe business community was
tion bills are under consideration
tive
employer
he
gave
you
more
shocked.
"Without
diplomas,"
of Congress. He goes on to say
money. No one knew why.
employers said, "how can we tell
that the "new economic growth
But the country fell on uneasy
a college graduate from an unpotential" of Montana, Wyoming
times. Even the students at Skaeducated man?"
and North Dakota is in the low
rewe University caused trouble.
Editorial writers viewed with
cost of mining their vast coal
alarm. "These radicals would dedeposits. "It should be obvious," , They demanded this and they demanded that. And they got evstroy the very purpose of dear
he continues, "that 'these states
erything they demanded. Until,
old Skarewe U.," they wrote.
are disinclined to see opportunity
finally, they couldn't think of
"They should be forced to accept
denied by overly restrictive legislation on the national level, and
their diplomas whether they like
that a state cannot be financed
it or not."
by tourism and recreation alone.
The Trustees
were furious.
Without
planned
developrnent
"Abolishing diplomas will set our
and utilization of their natural
university back 500 years," they
resources these states could not
by Bruce Williams
thundered.
"It will become a
remain solvent."
medieval institution!"
Kieth Strom of the U. of M.
His article also stresses the
was elected chairman of "Project
And it did.
need for understanding
and co19," the statewide move to amend
From the very day that diplooperation between conservationthe state constitution
to allow
mas were abolished, 64,3 per cent
ists and industrialists.
a 19-year-old to vote. His job
of the students quit to go engage
An article written by Dr. S. L.
Groff, chief, Groundwater
and
Fuels Division, Montana Bureau

Kieth Strom Is
Elected Chairman

In . the article he also state"
that "Montana's. strippable coal
IS predominantly
low in sulfur,
Which eliminates most of the acid
water problems encountered
in
other regions.
In most places
where water can be impounded,
fish can be established.
Game
management
should
result
in
large populations
of deer and
game birds . . . the increase in
Outdoor recreational areas should
be the ultimate goal in Montana."
Dr. Groff is presently serving
as executive secretary
for the
Governor's Conference, which is
~onsidering such matters as those
In the article.

0

will be to co-ordinate the efforts
of the individual campus chairmen. This amendment will appear on the ballot in November,
1970.
On Sunday the student body
presidents of the six university
units met with the Council of
Presidents and several members
of the Board of Regents.
Numerous ideas were exchanged and
the meeting was considered profitable.
The Council of Presidents issued a verbal statement
saying that the refunding of fees
to stl1dents forced to leave school
by an act of God or the U. ~.
Government is up to the presrdent of the individual unit.

Students Asked To Show Good
Sportsmanship At Varsity Games
The directors of athletics of
the Frontier
Conference in an
attempt to improve the quality of
Play and the relationship between
member schools have recently
approved the following by-laws
by unanimous action.
Yells of an inflammatory
nature, that is with respect to your
oPponents' capabilities are banned.
Any sign of a negative nature
shall be banned.
Before a particularly
tense
game, the student governing body
should atempt to avoid problems
and communicate
with
their
COUnterparts at the other institUtion.
Special days such as Go Western Days, shall not be held on
league game days.
. The home schools shall do all
In its power to prevent anyone
entering who is in an intoxicated
state.
0

Any school which plans ,to
bring any student delegation with
them to another
school shall
notify the home school at least
one week in advance if they wish
any kind of special' seating .arrangement. The host school shall
at this time notify the visiting
school of the type of arrangements which are available.
We hope that you in your capacity as student body president
that you will use the power of
your office to assist us in our
endeavors by presenting them in
whatever manner you deem fit to
your student body.
The same information is also
being sent to your head cheerleader and Dean of Students.
Thank you very much for your
cooperation.
Sincerely,
Frank H. Spechalske,
President
Frontier Conference

in more financially ",rewarding
pursuits.
And those who were
left found parking spaces for
their cars-for
the first time
since the Middle Ages,
Just as in the Middle Ages,
students now attended Skarewe
University solely to gain knowledge and wisdom.
And as there were no required
courses, teachers who imparted
knowledge
and wisdom
gave
well-atended lectures. And those
who didn't, didn't.
Just as in
medieval times.
Just as in medieval times, students pursued only the studies
that interested
them and read
only the books that' stimulated
them. And all, being constantly
interested and" stimulated, were
dedicated scholars.
Thus it was that Skarewe University became what it had been
500 years before-s-a vast smorgasbord of knowledge and wisdom from which the student
could select that which delighted
and enriched him.
So everybody was happy. The
President was happy to head such
a distinguished
community
of
scholars. The trustees were happy there were no more riots. And
the taxpayers were happy they
no longer had to purchase educations for those who didn't want
them.
Even
prospective
employers
were happy. For, oddly enough,
even without
a diploma, you
could still pick out the applicant
who had gone through collegebecause for the first time in 500
years, he was a well-educated
man.

If you have no idea where you
want to go, it makes little difference
how fast you travel.
Typo Graphic

Under The Eyes of Ma reus
Problem:
Students!
Did you
realize that all of the garbage,
junk,and
cigarette butts on the
floor, of your Student
Union
Building is saving wear and tear
on' the tile? What tile? Why the
tile on the floor that you cannot
see under all that garbage! Butt,
what good is saving tile that nobody will see?
Solution:

Move a few butts!

Problem: Students! The seating and eating facilities in your
SUB leaves something to be desired,
Solution:
If we move a few
butts, we can keep the floor
clean. Then we can sit on it!
Problem:
Students! With the
few tables we do have in the
SUB, why leave garbage
on
them? Garbage is matter; therefore, it has weight and occupies
space. Space we do not have!
Solution: Place tables upright
in the garbage cans. Since people prefer to leave garbage on
tables, we will solve their problem, and they will unwittingly be
doing things right!
'
Problem: The east end of our
SUB is virtually a den of inequity. Students playing cards in
this area seem to lose their sense
of responsibility.
How many of
you stomp out cigs and throw
garbage under your card tables
at home?
Solution: If you intend to expose yourselves to the "Lady of
Chance," then you'll have to accept the responsibility of keeping things "above board,'
Now think! students; for we
cannot move "butts" unless the
brain initiates the physical reaction.

January
I, 1913 - The U, S.
Parcel Post System started operation. ,
.January 4, 1493 - Columbus
sailed, for Spain on his return
voyage from the new world.
January
Woodrow
historical
peace.

8, 1918 - President
Wilson delivered his
14-point
speech
for

January 14, 1873-"Celluloid;'
was registered as a trade name.
January
16, 1883 - The Civil
Service Act was passed by Senate and House.
January 20, 1820-Indiana
University was founded at Bloomington.
January
25, 1759 - Robert
Burns, the Scottish poet, was
born. '
January
28, 1878 - The first
commercial
telephone exchange
opened at New Haven, Conn.
January 31, 1848-Congress
authorized a monument to George
Washington.

Dishonor in- public life has a,
double poison. When people are
dishonorable in private business,
they injure only those with whom
they deal or their own chances
in the next world.
But when
there is a, lack of honor in government, the morals of the whole
people are poisoned.
-Herbert

Hoover
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All In _~an Hour of Study
_ ....r ...-

r"-~--~

.

by "charley"

A public library is usually a
quiet institution with shelves of
books arranged according to subject matter and authors.
These
books can be borrowed by a person for 'purposes of enjoyment or
of increasing
one's knowledge.
A school library should be the
ideal place for astudent to hibernate when he must study, do
homework, or com~lete required
reading assignments without distraction
This is a good theory,
but it certainly doesn't hold true
at the Montana Tech library, After only two and a half months
of attendance at this college, I've
come to the conclusion that it is
utterly impossible to study in this
library.
When I walk into the library,
there is always one decision to
be made: "Shall I sit facing the
door so I can observe people
coming and going, or shall I sit
with my back to the door so
that I'll study." Of course, when
I sit' with my back to the door,
I crane my neck whenever the
door creaks, and, "therefore, the
whole attempt' not to watch the
door is
farce. When I force
myself not to watch the door, an
interesting
conversation
usually
develops at the next table. (By
the way, the "no talking" rule
is not efective in the Tech library.)
Yesterday
I heard an
engaged couple argue over something trivial like the fact that the
girl did the boy's laundry, left
his shorts at the laundromat, and
lost them because she forgot
about them for over a week. The
boy was so angry that he broke
off their engagement
only to
apologize when the girl began
weeping. In about five minutes
they left the library joyously reunited. Although this is an interesting diversion from calculus,
it did not help me finish integrating
the simple two-minute
problem
I had begun twenty
minutes before.
The librarians are also a source
of irritation. Whenever they are
not chattering
to each 'other,
there is the noise of typewriter
to shatter the silence. My scholarly endeavors are constantly interrupted by "click. clock, click
. .'.
ding" echoing from the
high ceiling.
There are back
rooms and it seems that the typing could be done in there. Also,
one librarian has squeaky shoes.
When I write a chemistry lab
report, I usually produce this result:
"The silver nitrate . . .
squeak
was added to the ..
squeak
sodium chloride solution
squeak
to produce
. . . squeak, squeak
a strawberry milks hake . .i ;" For some
remote reason squeaky shoes an- noy me and totally destroy my
limited powers of concentration.
Clothes are also a problem.
Jeans and cowboy boots are generally accepted, but most fellows
prefer girls to dress like girls.
Because I do not always care to
wear "decent length" dresses, I
sometimes
become daring and
wear a' mini-skirt.
As I was

a

.,

Me~..~f Tech

Unite
Cast off Your Chains

wearing

my mini I actually reby S. C.
gained one of my rare moods of
For too iong we have suffered
concentration.
Just as I was finunder
the heavy domineering
ishing the integration problem I yoke .of the' coeds. It is time for
had started earlier, a coat was
us to beat our slide ru}.es 'into
rudely thrown over my exposed
putty knives, form barricades of
no-parking signs
'i~ front of the
legs. My eyes slowly wandered
.
up a 6'2" male frame to find- a
coed room; and wage the glorious
blue-eyed face gruffly telling me,
war' to overcome our enslavers.
"Please
I'm trying to study" "The totalitarian hoards must be
Well, what did he think. I' was
supressed and man must again
trying to do?
~.
reign high and mighty on the
hill.
After
such tramatic
experiences I nave decided to avoid the
I can no longer sit by and see
library completely. Since that demy fellow men falling into the
cision my grades have improved
clutching
arms of the A WS
forces. My co~science demands
considerably. If more people boythat I cry out and seek the way,
cotted the library it could again
verily, the light, of our salvaserve its intended purpose of .protion. Heed me, brothers!
We
viding a good study area; but
must prevail!
then, perhaps, its intended purpose is to provide-a convenient
Ever since the first girls set
location where boys and girls can
foot on the soil of our Mother
watch each other! .
College they have been waging
an insidious guerilla war to throw
us down from the seats of power, usurp us of our, rights, and
~stablish their negative' utopia.
They have almost succeeded. Under the clever disguise of beauties
they have turned our eyes from
our rightful way and made horrendous inroads into our domain.
I

Letter Asks For
Sensitizors .end
Repressor Males

Dear Mr. Stolz:
Rev. Tom Smatla suggested
that you might be helpful to me
regarding a project I have before
me,
I have completed all class work
and comprehensive exams for the
Master of Science degree in psychology from Trinity University,
San Antonio, Texas.
My only
rernainmg
requirement
is the
thesis. 'My proposal and research
design has been approved by my
thesis committee and all that remains is to do the project and
write up the results.
'I am writing on "The effects
of threatening
stimuli on sensitizor and repressor
male subjects."
.
What I need is this: my first
requirement wil! be a poll of male
subjects from which I:will select.
10 "sensitizers" and 10 "repressors"
(using the MMPI)
and
when these subjects are chosen,
half will serve as my' control
group .and the other half will be
exposed to threatening
movies,
after which they will be tested
again, and then again after a
lapse of ten days. The MMPI
is my only testing instrument.
Tom Smatla suggested
that
you could' perhaps help me 10-cate subjects from the school in
Butte (college age males, white)
and I could take it from there.
I can pay each subject a token
fee for their time, and I can arrange for testing times.
If you can help, I would be
very interested in hearing from
you.
~ Sincerely,
The Rev. Forrest

Fitzhugh

If interested see the Dean of Students by January 26, 1970.
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Martin
they shall have the leverage they
need' to fin::t1ize the downfall of
the Newman Club, ultimately resulting in the total collapse of
our government.
This coup de'
etat must not be, cannot be, allowed to be perpetrated By these'
Pinko, Nee-Capitalist, War-Mongering Coeds. This regression
into the Dark Ages from our
present technological empire cannot be allowed. Do not let Tech
become another Atlantis.
The coed, A WS saying is "T 0day - One Man, Tomorrow-Tech, and the day after-The
World." They seek to bring 1984
to us in 1970.
We men must organize to pool
our remaining strength so that
we shall overcome. Let us meet
in our last citadel 'of power, room
105 of the SUB, and prepare our
defenses.
Be careful men!
Remen~ber
Big Sister Bertha is watching
you!

Teachers Must
Delay Student
Testing Day

They had their own' building
built from which to .launch their
cruel attacks, and even had the
audacity to call it the SUB which
is a shortening of the word SUBby Bob Martin
versive. Just ask a coed what
"Four score and seven years
goes on in room 103 where their
ago," I guess those words don't
Main-Battle-Computer
is secreted
mean anything anymore, at least
and see how she beats around the
not at Tech. Neither does 'the
- bush. A man has only to walk
Revolutionary War nor the Civil
into that cleverly designed com- , War mean anything to the Tech
mand center to see how adept the
students or faculty.
coeds are at covering it up. Each
Now, there is much talk about
day at noon in the main lounge
the deprivation of the civil rights
more and more good men are
of minority
groups, but right
reduced to smoking wreckage by
here on the Montana Tech camthe activities of the coeds. Too
pus, one minority group has been
many good men have been lost.
walked all over. In most colIt was only after years of disleges the teachers' are given liheartening
failure, that I was
cense to teach their courses as
able to sneak a spy posing as a
they ,believe
they should
be
Beagle into their ranks and have
taught. However, this is not so
him admitted
to their secret
at Montana Tech. Recently, a
councils: It was through his rerule was passed that said no final
ports that I was able to learn
exam may be given outside the
that the seemingly harmless acweek set aside for these exams.
tivities of the A WS are actually
If a teacher has completed the
fiendishly contrived and executed
requirements for his class, I see
s-eps in their terrible plot to
no reason why he should not be
- overthrow us men.
able to give his final .when he
Alas! My agent was caught,
pleases. It is an outright depribut before he died of multiple
vation of the teacher's rights.
hickies; administered by the coCompletely
aside from
the
eds in their dungeon in the old
teacher's standpoint, this will be
boiler building, he was able to
a great inconvenience to the stugasp their next plan of attack
dent. Any student who has gone
through his kiss-swollen lips. He
through .final exams will agree
said with a sigh, "What a war to
that it is much less strain' on
go I They are planning, sob, to, himself, if he may have his extry to infiltrate
the Student
ams spread out slightly.
Council! They want representaI have shown that both teachtion! Cough, Hack, Burble, etc."
ers and students should be disHe then expired in my arms like
satisfied with this ruling.
Ala hungry parking meter (good
though it is too late to do any-'
idea?) . I wept a saline tear,
thing about it this semester, derecited 0 Captain! My Captain I mand a repeal before next sesix times, and vowed 01;1 my
mester ends.
CRe Standard Math Tables that
he shall not have die in vain.
The poor man, how he suffered!
In the long run, all t/ersonal
If the A WS gains the seats
development is just that - perthey seek in the Student 'Council
sonal. Richard Reynolds

Food for Thought
by Eric Johnson
The SUB is-in the worst shape
I have ever seen it.- You may say
it is because of the crowded conitions,

but

theory.

I have

Now,

relatively

a different

if the

SUB

waS

c1eanl the

first

twO

years I was at Tech, and is suddenly a dump that a rat would
be ashamed to claim his home,
I would wonder if we do not
have

some

new

lack responsibility.

students

who

It seems that

some students
entered
college
last fall lacking clean habits, consideration for others, and pride
in the college they have chosen
to attend. Of course, I did not
believe this possible, for college
students are high school graduates! They are responsible and
mature-at
least in my day theY
were.
One day, when one of our new
female students 'declared that she
would not eat in the SUB because it "smelled so bad it made
her sick" and that she could not
have found a "table clean enough
to eat from," I realized the situation had gone far enough. Apparently, Mr. Crawford's recent
article in the AMPLIFIER
had
no effect (this is sad as it was
a good article, well worth reading-and
comprehending).
Now,
I decided to approach the situation in a diferent manner. I figured that -if the culprits were unable to read, they could at least
look at pictures (like in nursery
school!). I grabbed my camera.
The SUB held a wealth of picture possibilities; I shot through
table legs to show those cigarette
buts, angled low to record those
towering piles of coke cups and
plates on the tables ($ven lower
for those on the floor). The re- sults can be viewed on the following page.
However,
the trash did not
concern me as much as this COIlversation between seevral ~f our
new students:
"What's he taking pictures of?" "The trash."
"What trash?" (Boy, I'd hate to
, know where this boy has been 1)
. "The trash all around
here."
(Meanwhile, some students began cleaning off tables-the
camera's eye does not lie) "Why
take pictures?
It's being cleaned up." And then to me: "Why
take pictures of the mess?" "Because, if I do, maybe you guys
will keep the place clean." "Well,
it's clean now." "That would be
great if I had time to bring my
camera in here every day." "Well,
if you want it clean, why not organize a clean-up committee?"
(Yea, kid. You're elected presidentl) But here I said no more .
I figured that if this college student needed someone to clean up
his mess, he was too far gone for
(Cont. Page 5, Col. 3)

Modern business has no place
for little-minded
people.' It demands men and women who can
see beyond their noses. J. C.
Aspley
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(Cont. from Page 4)
a lecture to help. I saved my
breath.
To get back to my theory, that
some of our freshmen are professional messmakers, I had only
to observe the east end of the
SUB (which is dominated by
freshmen card players) to shatter
my belief that they were mature
high school graduates. However,

Page Five

I. would be the last to say that
freshmen are entirely to blame,
and that is not the real purpose
of this article. What I hope to'
accomplish is the wish of Mr.
Crawford, the girl who refused
to eat in the SUB because it was
so filthy,. and everyone
who
would like to eat or study on
clean tables, and walk on clean
floors without worrying about
slipping on a french fry.
Those of you who refuse to
use the facilities (garbage cansnot tables) for keeping our SUB
clean, must realize that our build-

ing fees are the same as yours,
furthermore that these fees entitle us (the clean majority)' to a
clean, fragrant
SUB, and that
should the situation
continue ,
steps can (and I would venture to
say that they will) be taken to
alleviate the problem. This could
mean_an end to card playing in
the east end of our SUB, and a
constant vigil to remind students
of their responsibility to others.
Admittedly, we are too grown up
to need this supervision. Thanks,
in advance, for your cooperation.

Page
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OPEN HOUSING
"Among the laws which
rule human societies
there is one which

.

seems to be more
precise and clear than
all others.

If men are

to remain civilized, or
to become so, the art of
associating together
must grow and improve,
in the same ratio in
which the. equality of
conditions is increased."
'The

Friendship

Apts'

From "DE TOCQUEVILLE'S
AMERICA
REVISITED:"

The Height of Anticipation

Jim Welcomes Intelligent Comment Parking Problems
Dear Sir:

Is the . Bottom of De~pair

I welcome

disagreement-with

1

+++++++++++++++++++++

my

"Open

Leter to Senator Mansfield," for
from my point of view that war
in Vietnam is stili there; and
while it is still there, it must be
dealt with.

(Our gossip column)
It was some wise' man who
fy as pros or amateurs or none.
said the height of anticipation is
I shall leave them alone here,
the bottom of despair. I am not
Anyway, they are doing a good
here to prove that this is not
job of screeching
tires around
the case always, but to anticipate
the small
campus-drive.
But
things at least provides some fun
there is one brand new G.T.O.,
whether or not it comes true.
if you have noticed, This car beTake for example Sandy, sitting
longs to my friend Craig. What
all by herself at the, basketball
I am trying to convey is that
game the other night, a few
when you see such a car, the first.
benches above where the players
thing which comes to your mind
sit. She was looking down at
is the image of a girl-tall
slena certain gentleman with a towel
der and beautifulstanding by
his side. And I was surprised to
in his hands. What 'was Sandy
see the unbelievable coincidence
doing there when all her friends
when I found a tall, slender and
were over on the other side?
beautiful girl by the name of
Usually she is a girl who wants
Sharon riding around with Craig
to cheer th evtearn's spirits. Was
in that car. It must be the name
she sitting there to know more
G.T.O. (Get Turned On). I will
about the game or did she have
not .ask you who wants to get
some reason sitting there? Well,
turned em because somebody beat
I decided not to bother myself
me to it.
with any questions but instead,
I started anticipating things when
Poor Pat, he wants to run
Jerry told me she was in love
away with the prize for being
again. By golly, she was! My'
the most wanted bachelor of the
only despair was a flower-fist on
year. You need help, Pat, and
my head when./ I told her, . you know it. But never look in
"Sandy, you are in love- again."
the direction of Crowley, he will
get you in a jam. Just try hardTalking about Jerry reminds
er. Do you dig it, Pat?
me of Kathy tagging at his shirt
(Smokey Joe shall be happy to
tails, if he has any. But Jerry
keep you up-to-date with everywants to be inconspicuous about
day's
happenings
around
the
the whole thing and for that matCampus. If you have any interter he does not share the' same
esting and juicy gossip to spread
table with her in the SUB. This
around, bring it to him.)
way he can stiIl appreciate. the
beauties of SUB environment.
Poor Kathy, she sits and broods
Religion has done sex a great
over her despair and hopes the
service by making it a sin.
situation
would not turn' into
++++++++++++++++++++++
"Yesteryou,
Yesterme,
Yesterday."
Butte is seeing some snow
lately, still it is not too cold. You
5m~~~~~.~.~~
.. ,
see all 'those flashy colorful cars
around the campus being driven
68 W. Park-Ph.
723-8408
, by young people trying to quali-

any agreement-c-or

, What in my opinion we must
all regret about that reply from
some of my colleagues (Standard: January 4) isfhat their remarks had nothing whatsoever to
do with the war at hand. Instead, they chose to shatter me
rather than to attack the issue.
For example, a remark such as
this, "...
we believe that you
(Mansfield) are at least as knowl,
edgeable as Mr. Albertson on the
subect of foreign affairs in Vietnam," is a remark which is not
directed at the issue and one
which could not be made by anyone who had paused long enough
to give so much as the first paragraph of my letter careful analysis-nor
could it have been uttered by anyone who had made
a partial study of Senator Mansfield's own publications,
those
which do not circulate but, which
somehow get tucked away in libraries:
Therefore, I should like to set
the record straight at this juncture by pointing out that I would
be the last to defeat -rny own
pOSItIOn by denying
Senator
Mansfield's knowledgeability.
In
fact, what should be made clear
here for those who have not had
an opportunity
to avail themselves of his vast store- of information-and
also' for those' who
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have

simply

so-is

the

Mansfield
leading

chosen
fact

not

that

to

do

And Some

Senator

by Eric Johnson
Parking on campus is a con-

is one of the nation's

authorities

on Southeast

Asia. This is an uncontestable
fact! To find his equal one would
have to turn to the Intellectual
Establishment,
to men like Giovanni Costigan at Washington,
or to others, of course, who here
and there dot our nation's campuses.
Thus, my Open Letter-as
it
clearly reveals for itself-was
in
no wayan
attack upon Senator
Mansfields' understanding
of the
Southeast
Asian situation.
In
fact, such an attack could not
stand at this point, for his facts
are a part of what, now comprises the position of this Establishment. 'It is, in short, clearly understood by everyone in the
field that Mike is no Mendel Rivers. Instead, he is a highly intellectual and complex man-and
most knowledgeable
on this issue.
Despite all this, however, 'he is
no more blessed with infallibility
than any of the rest of us. Likewise, he is equally capable of
falIing into expediency.
He is
human. Thus the intent of my
letter was to remind him of his
own historical
position, to remind him that there are still
those of us who feel so strongly
about this war that we cannot
tolerate its being dealt with in
terms of "politics as usual." I
am one of those. And so being,
I therefore continue to urge him
to denounce! and denounce! and
denounce! I urge him to return
to the burden of being Mike
Mansfield.
I do so because in
these yawning jaws of Hell we
need that man so very much!
James H. Albertson
Montana Tech
Butte, Montana

tinuing
it

is

problem
the

at Tech, though

regulations-not

available space-which

the

appears to

be the greatest hinderance to 3
solution to the problem. There
is still at least one NO PARKING sign which defies burial.
am referring
ument

I

to that stately mon-

situated

on

the

outer-

circl~ drive. west of the Petroleum Building.
The Dean has
said that it will be removed
some day, and any tickets issued
because of this sign are invalid,
but a student who has received
two tickets due explicitly to this
sign was ordered to pay themThe Dean's argument-that
the
student received the tickets while
the sign was sti II in effect. Since
it is relatively difficult to detect
the difference
between a void
sign and a "means-what-it says"
sign, the sollution is to remove
it-NOW.
Would the PAR
ALL
E L
PARKING
ONLY signs on the
outer circle drive have been uprooted had the Dean announced
his intelitions to install the signs,
and the reason they are needed?
Also, although
he swears that
those signs did not go beyond
the west parking lot steps, numerous students
saw the little
devils beyond this point. If this
was actually the case, they would
.have disappeared
as an act of
protest, because parallel parking
the full length of this controversial area was not justifiable.
There are still some students
who are unwilling to angle parI<
south of the stairs, for fear of
getting a ticket. I am one of
those, as I have already received
a "No Angle Parking" ticket for
angle parking in this area. Fur-
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CHANG'E IN
PARKING
New "Parallel Parking Only"
signs have been installed in the
Outer circle drive west of the
SUB, south to the steps. Angle
parking is still permitted south
of the steps. This change from
all angle parking was made because traffic flow was impeded
by the critically narrow thoroughfare when vehicles were parking
diagonally.
"No Parking" signs have also
been installed on the north and
West sides of the new heating
plant. These new "No Parking"
areas cannot be violated because
access to the heating plant and
the' outer circle drive must be
maintained.
Because of insufficient utilization of the parallel parking facilities along the access to the center circle in front of the SUB,
by faculty-staff
personnel, this
area will now be opened to student parking.
Don't attack the church; it's
the last bulwark against Christianity.

On Tech Campus
Possible Solutions
thermore, it does no 'good to protest a ticket,

as the Dean

will

tell you: "If you got a ticket,
You must have been 'parking 'illegally'." He considers it absurd
that' a . ticket might have been
giVen wrongly.

With

signs

up

where they should
signs where there

not be, no
should be

signs,

which

and

sign,§

are

"void" around the campus; I fail
to see how he can take this
Stand. Mistakes are not that difficult to make-by
people at
least.
Admittedly, the Dean is very
busy and can only remedy these
Situations
as he finds
time.
Therefore
I submit the following sugg~stions
to help solve
these and other parking problems:

1. Hire

a less "politically" affiliated party to supervise student parking-a
person who
does not feel that all students
are guilty and will listen (and
has the time to listen) to
student parking complaints.

2. If the school wants the parking lots patrolled eight hours
a day, in search of violators,
they will have to employ
mOre than two students-who
must atend classes as well.
Perhaps a full-time campus
cop would solve this problem.
Beaven knows we can afford
One with all the revenue from
those parking tickets.
3. Remove voided signs, put up
signs where they are needed
-I believe they will remain
provided they are justified,
and notice is given.
SOlution (1) would allow for
the Dean to assert all his energies on more important matters
--not trivial parking problems.

Letter Contains
Feeble Criticism
January,

19470

Mr. James Albertson:
The letter signed by several of
your colleagues, criticizing your
open letter to Mike Mansfield,
left me in exasperation.

These

feeble attempts at patriotis~ may
serve as an opiate for th~lr. m~. it y, but have no basis, 111 indiJon
k
vidual reasoning. I don t see to
ridicule them, however, for they
are of course blind.
I avidly support and love the
freedom and joy that we as
Americans
have been ble~sed
with. But we are often counciled,
by those in authority,. to tear
down our fortress of VIrtue.
When one rises to power;
either as a financial giant, head
of a big business monopctr; or
un underworld king, he receives
two things for the ~anageme:~
of his regime. One IS .a copy .
Prince which WIll be .hls
Th
e
. acces s to the
Bible;
the other IS
.
huge chess game, where he will
take his turn manipulating
the
chessmen which bear the names
of our elected leaders.
A Youth in Oppression

WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT

Discarded Tires
May Yield Money·

by Bonni Sundberg
What would you think if someExtemporaneous
speaking
is
Discarded
automobile
t ire s
one asked you what a basketball
done with half an hour to an
have been scientifically' proven
game was? School activities like
hour's preparation.
An extemp
to be a Source of raw material
basketball,
football, track, and
speaker draws three topics and
for industrial reclamation.
other sports are a part of school _
can speak on anyone
of the
Through
destructive
distillafor almost every \ student.
And
three. These topics deal with _ tion, large quantities of oil liqmost students
k now
enough
current events, and the speech
uids, gas and tar for recycling
about each to give a fairly accu. should be from five to seven minback into the industrial manurate description of the 'sport in
utes long.
facturing processes have been ob.question. They are all competitained .
tion events for the enjoyment of
Oratory is a polished delivery
In cooperation with the Dethe participants
and observers.
of a speech written by the speakpartment
of the Interior,
The
er himself. It is memorized and
It seems there is one event
Firestone Tire & Rubber Comthat receives little attention, and
given without notes. It usually
pany has demonstrated
that the
if asked, most students wouldn't
'deals with an inspirational topic
process is technically
feasible,
know one thing about it. This
and lasts from eight to ten min:
and now through added research
event is a speech meet. In a
utes.
hopes to develop a practical apspeech meet, students from difThe only reading in a speech
plication on a nationwide basis.
ferent schols compete against one
meet is done in oral interpretaThis should be a. boon to the
another
in different
divisions.
tion.
The speaker chooses a
rubbish and junk yards which
The four main divisions are extheme and reads literature from
face a curtailment of tire-burning
temporaneous
speaking, oratory,
two or more selections that are
to lessen air pollution.
centered around the theme. The
oral interpretation, -and debate.
idea is to interpret the emotional
Let's look at each of these .four
The direction in which edueacontent of the selections without
main divisions so we know a
tien starts a man will determine
little more about each.
(Cont, Page 8, Col. 2)
his future. Plato
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Don't Take Our Word for It
Come In and

5

BILL'S Men's Shop

::

See

29 WEST PARK
For the Latest in Men's Apparel

L:

Ellis Office Supply' ~

=

A~O
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES ::
::
Phone 723-8383
::
:: J 29 N. Main
Butte
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Richards &- Rochelle
DRESS RICHT
You Can't' Afford Not To
J 7 N. Main
Butte
Chuck Richards, Remo Rochelle
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Tech Sends 6 To Bozeman For
Last Meet Of The Semester

Submarine Used for Geological
Research in Gulf of Mexico

I

The day was Thursday, January 8; the time, approximately
10:00 A.M.; the locality, near
Whitehall; . the condition, very
low gas tank. As the seven sat
comfortably packed in among the
suitcases, clothes bags, and folders, they held their breath as they
coasted into Whitehall on what
seemed to be only gas fumes.
Due to an oversight no one had
checked the tank. So began the
Speech Squad's trip to Bozeman,
accompanied by their coach, Mrs.
Alt. This was the last meet of
the semester.
The Speech Meet was held at
the University in Bozeman. Colleges participating
were all colleges in Montana, private and
public; and colleges from Utah,
Wyoming and South Dakota.
Students attending the meeting
from Tech were Margie McNellis, who spoke on "But for the
Grace of' God," and 'Mary Bultman, who's topic was "Annihilation," both in the oratory division. Bonni Sundberk chose to
speak on "Love is Painful," and
Dariel McDonald related his experiences in the "Yukon, their division being oral interpretation.
Vickie Christie tackled extemporaneous speaking and also debate. Her debate partner was
Wayne O'Brien.
The Meet began Thursday afternoon and continued through
Saturday

morning

at which time

finals were held. Though

all the

schools worked very hard, no one
let a good time go by. Friday
night

most

of the

participants

gathered at a place called the
"Grocery,"
where
no coaches
were allowed. It was a perfect
opportunity for everyone to get
to know everyone. else, and everyone did!

~ "I itt I e yellow submarine
makes it possible for fifteen geologists to exarnine, with their own
eyes, the sea floor at the bottom
of the Gulf of Mexico and to
record their observations for future study with -video tapes ..
This eight-day geological research experiment
utilizing the
four - man submersible
"shelf diver" was conducted at an undisclosed location in the Gulf
about 100 miles off the coast.
This is believed to be the first
time an oil company has used a
submarine for undersea geological research and exploration. R.
W. Bybee, manager of Humble

Although students from Montana Tech rated high in the individual rounds, their ratings were
not high enough to qualify them
for finals. But in spite of' that,
it was good experience,
new
friends were made, and 'I good
time was had by all.

ALL ABOiUT
(Cont,
acting.

from

Page

These readings

7)
are from

five to eight minutes long.
The

part

students
about

of the speech

probably

is debate.

know

meet
most

A debate

con-

sists of two teams, one affirmative

and

means

one

one

negative.

team

This

upholds

the

ideas of the topic while the oth-'
er side opposes them. Neither
team knows it is affirmative or
negative until just before the debate begins. They prepare from
there. A debate lasts one hour.
The topic is always on National
Affairs, and the same topic is
used all year for all debate teams.
This year's topic is: Resolved:
That the Federal
Government
should grant annually a specific
percentage of its income tax revenue to the State Government.
Now next time someone asks
you what is involved in a speech
meet or what a speech meet is,
you can tell them! Why not give
your speech squad the same support you give your basketball or
football team. -The Student Council apparently feels it's a worthwhile program, because they've
appropriated funds to enable students to attend the meets. These
students are doing this not only
for personal achievement, but for
the school and you. So remember, "Forward
Tech."
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Man-Made Sun
Tests Satellites
Before· Launch
Industry and science have combined their talents to produce an
accurate
match for
sunshine
above the earth's atmosphere for
satellite testing here on earth.
The solar simulator has seven
powerful xenon lamp modules
clustered in the center of the
solar vacuum head of the simulator and controlled optionally by
an operator or through the central computer. A 35-ton lid sits
atop this 39 by 50-.foot chamber.
The lamp modules produces a
beam of collinated (parallel rays)
light seven feet in diameter. The
solar lid is designed for expansion to 37 xeon modules which
would produce a light beam 19
feet in diameter.
Besides the ability to simulate
\listering
sunshine. above thA
earth's . atmosphere,
the ultraclean. ion-pumped space chamber
provides a vacuum equal to that
of about 400 miles above earth
an-d supercold
temperature
of
minus 220 degrees' Fahrenheit.
Built by Spectrolab, -it is being
used by the Boeing Company of
Seattle,
Washington,
to
test
spacecraft under space conditions.

,

a'

.... t>.-.c.... o.-.t>.-.c ...

work that we do from the surface
of the sea," he said.

POLLUTION

(Cent. from Page
awards, for Best Foreign
and Best Color Costume
plus the Grand Priz~ at
Film Festival.

Z)

(Cont.

Picture,
Design,
Cannes

Two more foreign films will be
shown:
"Lemonade
Joe" from
Czechoslovakia,
February
20th,
and "The Hunt"
from Spain,
April 11th.

, Mr.
state

(Cont, from Page 1)
available about February 4, and
students
may secure computer
cards between February 4 and
February 6.
First semester grades will be
available at the Registrar's office
beginning at 7 :~O on Monday
morning,
February
9. Grades
will be released only to students
whose financial obligations
to
the college are satisfied.
Actual completion of registration will take place in the maze at'
the Library-Museum
Building.
has

half

has

made

1)
that

the

priorities

to

the solutions of the pollution
problems.
Priority number one
is obtaining maximum efficiency
from existing
treating
plants.
Number

two is seeing that

icipal and industrial
treated.

rnu-

wastes

Number

are
three

concerns the cattle feed lots, and

RECISTRATION

He

Page
said

gave certain

properly

who

from

Wilhems

the
a

deed

number four deals with the e~o·
sion control, the most costly operation.
Mr. Bossard, who brought this
speaker to Montana Tech, said
that he believed learning about
the water pollution problem is
one facet of education all engineering students should be exposed to.
A spooky 'hought:
Are the
computers telling us everything
they know. Anonymous

done,

beginning.

Horace
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tics of the sea bottom may be a
useful . supplement to) the other

/

.,.

Phone 723-6552

FILM

Oil & Refining Company's Eastern Marine Division, termed the
experiment
"an investment
in
knowledge."
"We wanted to get firsthand
knowledge of the capabilities and
application of a submersible to
offshore research and exploration. We feel that the trained
human eye is still an essential
element in gathering and evaluating offshore data. Direct visual
experience with the characteris-

_
Tim Schruth,
_

_

'Eric Johnson
True' Huber
Mike Parent
Kim Bawden

Neil Bolton, H. Fillbach, Cliff Hoshaw,
Glenn Laitinen, Nancy Leonard, Kathy Mack, R.
Martin, W. C. Rust, L. Rundle, Ted Schenk, Carin
Stolz, Bonnie Sundberg, Mary Walker, Bob Westermark.
:

Robert T. Taylor

Opinions expressed are those of the editor or authors of
signed articles and not necessarily those of the
college or
student body unless the article so stipulates.
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Tech Loses To
Rocky At Billings

Gilman NAIA
All-American
Dan Gilman, Montana Tech's
All-Conference offensive tackle,
has been named to the second
team of the 1969 NATA All
American football team.
Dan, a 190-pound sophomore
from Missoula Sentinel, was the
o.nly sophomore, with the exception to the kicking
specialist,
named to the 22-man second
team.
Two other Frontier Conference
football players were given Honorable Mention
ratings,
they
Were:
Running
Back. Randy
Ecker, of Eastern Montana Col~
lege and Linebacker Bob Crawford, or Western Montana.

MONTANA'S 'LEADING
STORE FOR
MEN AND BOYS

117 N. MAIN
BUTTE
59701

The
TOGGERY

Montana Tech's cage squad encountered two losses on their
weekend trip to Billings January 9 and 10. One loss was
at the hands of Rocky Mountain
College. The game,. ending with
the score 105-73, was the conference opener for both teams.
U sing their consistent
fastbreak, the Bears opened a 49-31
halftime lead and continued the
same kind of pace throughout the
second half. Pat O'Brien and
Clint Rouse led Oredigger scoring combining for 33 points. P'Brien netted 22 points and Rouse
added 11.
The next night the Orediggers
were defeated by Estern 103-87
in what Coach Lester called "a
great team effort."
Clint
R 0 use
again
came
through with a tremendous game
scoring 27 points. His fine effort
consisted of nine field goals and
nine out of ten free throws.
Tech was forced to play without the services of Pat O'Brien,
6-4 starting center. Pat injured
his hand when he slipped and fell
on some glass at the team's motel.
Besides Rouse four other Tech
players scored in double figures.
Byron Crooker scored 12, Don
Klaudt 12, Nick McEnany
14,
and Jim Styler 11.

School Lacks
Sporting Spirit
The special meeting called by
the Tech cheering squad to discuss the poor spirit and attitude
shown at Tech's games, was
poorly attended by its organizers.
Ginny Carroll was the only
cheerleader who bothered to attend. One cheerleader was reported to have a class, but three
were missing and lacking excuses. Eight male upper division
engineers were the only other
students to attend.
A few suggestions were proposed, including a request that
certain cheerleaders forever keep
their mouths
shut concerning
school spirit. General improvements were discussed, but were
dropped. Future meetings may
be held but possibly could be
'cancelled or ignored, depending
upon who doesn't care next time.

UPTOVVN BUTTE,USA

-

GRAND

-

Flynn~s
Park Florists

CLOTHES. SHOP
MEN'S and BOYS WEAR
18 N. Montana St.

Carroll Holds
-Holiday Tourney

Unhappy Building
by Kim Bawden
Unhappy. building catches my eye,
T stand beside it and watch it die'
It cannot help but hide its face, '
As it. tries to conceal its' disgrace.

December 28 and 29 the Carroll College alumni sponsored it's
11th annual
College
Holiday
Basketball
Tournament.
The
tournament,
held in Anaconda,
was won by Western Montana
College, with Montana
Tech's
Orediggers placing third with a
consolation
win over Oregon
College of Education. The 89-80
come from behind victory broke
an eight-game losing streak for
Coach Lester's
squad.
Behind
45-44 at halftime and as much as

I

BU.ilding whose happy walls once rang
Wlt~ laughter while sweet voices sang;
Their glad and soulful song-at
dawn
But, regretfully, now, it too, has gone:
Unfortunate building, abandoned and sad,
The world ignores that past that it had'
Poor ancient relic of a home,
'
Which lordly people used to own.

seven points in the third quarter,
Unloved building stands by itself
As a reminder that people often forget
That dear old buildings have feelings, too,
Poor dead building, I cry for you I

Tech rallied behind the shooting
of Nick McEnany and Pat O'Brien, each scoring 18 points ....
'In their first game of the tourney, the Orediggers lost to Carr~lI 75--67. Tech'~ 6-2 freshman
from Anaconda, Clint Rouse, led
all scorers with 24 points .. McEnany

and

Don

Klaudt'

TREASURE STATE

s~ored in double figures with 18
and 13, respectively.

PHONE 723-6120
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Machines, Inc.

WILHELM
FLOWER SHOP

A. B. Dick - Victor - Steroretie
Friden - Royal Office Supplies
• We Service What We Sell •
___
101 E -u-t.--..
Broadway __
Tel. 792-2334

Broadway at Montana
Phone 792.r3695
FINLEN FLOWER SHOP
Hotel Finlen-Ph. 723-7491

I__

205 W. Park St.-Butte
J. D. and Eileen Flynn

-

ARMY -NAVY STORES, INC.
SPORTING GOODS 57 E. Park St.

SHOES -

CLOTHING
Butte, Montana

PENNEYS
Always First Quality
- 4 Ways to ShopCharge--Cash-Lay_a_wlly
and Time payment

§ . BIC
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§

DRINKS and SANDWICHES

-

826 Empire

§
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BUTTE
TAVERN
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843 Maryland Ave.
Butte
PHONE 723-5435
Sacked Cement Radio Dispatched
Ready Mix Concrete
Washed Sand and Gravel

Jim Wedin - Bob Worley
Don Miles

also
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CORSAGES and
BOUTONNIERES

Pioneer Concrete
Fuel, Inc.

Sporting Coods, Inc.
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THE LEN WATERS
MUSIC CENTER
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YOUR BEST MUSIC and
INSTRUMENT SERVICE
PHONE 792-7344
119 N. Main St.-Butte
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BUTTE'S MAYOR
(Cont. from Page
opportunity

1)

for the students

to

find out where the community
support stands in the matters of
.

the School.

-

He assured

-

No Investment,

No Paperwork

that, if

the School offered any interesting
program

WANTED

C~mpus R.epresentative
Unlimited Commissions

it would always be at-

tended by the Community.
This 'was a rare opportunity
for those who were present to
know exactly what is happening
in Butte. The regretable fact is
that such opportunities are not
taken up by the student body or
the faculty members to the extent one would wish they were
taken up. We wonder if it is
too much to ask of the students
and the faculty members to come
• and attend such meetings. Surprisingly they talk about nothing
to get involved with ...

Write for informOltion to:
Miss Barbara Kumble
College Bureau Manager
Record Club of America
270 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016

B.A.: A degree which means
that the holder has mastered the
first two letters of the alphabet.

~~~~

WOULD Y9'~

~

~

f

4

~

A

J
What one says reveals one's
entire background,
personality,
mind, and intent. Jack C. Staeble

~

LIKE
. TO BECOME

~

* * * *

~

4

1

MINISTER?

~ ORDINATION is without ques~ tion and for life. LECAL in all
~ 50 states and most foreign eeun~ tries. Perform legal marriages,
~ ordinations, and funerals.
Re~ ceive discounts on some fares.
~ Over 265,000
ministers have
~ already been ordained.
Minis~ ter',
credentials
and license
sent; an ordainment certificate
for framing and an ID card for
~ your billfold. We need your
~ help to cover mailing, handling,
~ and administration costs. Your
generous contribution is appre~ dated. ENCLOSE A FREE WILL
~ OFFERINC.
.
Write to:
~ UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
~ BOX 8071
~ FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
~
33314

~
~
~

~

~
~

~

t

~
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Downey Drug
THE NEW LOOK ON CAMPUS - Circle K Sweetheart Miss
Toni Driscoll, sports an original Jean Saint (French), the highlight
of Tech's Spring Fashions. Material available from Circle K members only at 45 francs (or $2.00) the banner (Y2 yard).

R.eliable Druggist

Miners Bank
of Montana

••••••••

AA4"AA

East Park Plaza
Merchants -

Butte

We give and redeem
GOLD BOND Stamps
No Charge on
Student
Checking Accounts

1839 HARRISON AVE.

Montana Tech Boosters
Wein's
++++++++++++++++++++++
Maggi-Ann's
"
£;.$t~»~<t\!~~~l~!C~ti!!3£~~!8~~l!»!!a~.~:J~.:~t;!!C~~t;'!.!!~t!8~~t~::C~1:~~~K+l4(;:.
~
Keene's Shoe Store
The Hub
Trethewey's Music Box
Standard Furniture
Whitehead's
Many persons still imagine mining as
Shiners
the prospector with pick and shovel. It is
Phil Judd's
Newman's Bootery
a picture that has been dimmed long ago
Currie
Tire & Appliance
by progress.
Reardon Plumbing &
Heating
Miners today. can be found working
PHONE 792-1235

SPORT
with

MODEL

FaraPress"

Take a look at yourself
... freshen your image
. . . choose FARAH
Sport Mod e I slacks
with trim, uncluttered
lines that say comfort
and good looks. You
get easy care, too, with
FaraPress. 6

$10

LUNAR

MINING?

with computers in developing new techniques of exploration and production.
In
their future there is ocean and perhaps
lunar mining and the peaceful use of nuclear explosives.
For the minerals engineer there is an
exciting career today and tomorrow.

The
PARTY
~ SHOPPE
•

J1:~&.
..

7'

Ice Cold Beer
•

Ice Cold Pop
,.

lImE & BElFHA MONTANA

Company

Sandwiches

7:~:~::::~<ken
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